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The difficulty of finding relevant data on the Web is increasing as web repositories 

grow. Therefore, we propose an approach for browsing the Semantic Web, which can 

help users find relevant results, i.e. how to find data in the Semantic Web, and how to 

browse similar and/or related data entities. 

We extend the faceted browser Factic
1
, which displays results in thumbnail 

matrix/list view with an additional view where results are categorized in hierarchical 

clusters. This view helps users to browse large numbers of results in a more organized 

way. We propose an approach to hierarchical cluster creation and labelling using 

semantic similarity computed from metadata. 

Our clustering approach is based on Bordogna’s and Pasi’s hierarchical-

hyperspherical divisive fuzzy c-means clustering method [1]. This approach has good 

results, but there are performance issues. We see a problem in the process of 

identification of optimal count of clusters in the first level of clustering. We propose an 

approach in which we make an interval approximation of the optimal number of 

clusters. As optimal number of clusters we select the best based on the quality function 

defined by Mecca et al. [3]. Because this quality function is based on the removal of 

edges with maximal length from a minimum spanning tree, where vertices represent 

clustered items and length of edges represents similarity, it may not return the optimal 

number of clusters for fuzzy clustering. To address cluster label creation, we propose a 

novel method based on common facets in the similarity vector, where we proceed from 

the lowest level of clusters to the topmost level.  

While faceted browsers help users to find information they offer less support for 

the exploration of resources similar to an already found result. We address this via 

view-based search within the Semantic Web using navigation in a 2D graph. As with 

other tools for navigation (e.g. Paged Graph Visualization [2]), the process starts with 

one central node, which represents the initial result and some nodes around it 
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representing its facets. After that, users can browse the graph by expanding nodes 

representing facets. To prevent the graph from becoming unclear due to node 

expansion, which can result in many (irrelevant) nodes, we propose tools based on 

result clustering, facet marking and the hiding of nodes and graph components.  

Clusters are created from results that have the same facets displayed in the graph 

and behave in the same way as results (see Figure 1). This means that clusters are 

connected to facets and users can display their facets. We give users the ability to filter 

new results after expanding nodes by marking facets as wanted, unwanted and visible. 

This marking sets if new results new results should, may or are not allowed to have 

direct connections to marked facet. The hiding of nodes gives users the opportunity to 

choose which nodes they do not want to see anymore. The hiding of some nodes in the 

graph can segment the graph into several components, thus enabling the hiding of 

whole graph components instead of sequentially hiding individual nodes. 
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Figure 1. Example of cluster creation in a graph. 
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